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Vision of the ICT Future 
  Phase 1: 1950-1995   

  Universal telephone service, computing everywhere (in business) 
  PCs on every desktop, LANs to tie them together 

  Phase 2: 1995-2000 
  Internet and mass market data services: computing everywhere in society 
  Mobile telephony and personalization of communications 

  Phase 3: 2000-2010 
  Broadband: uncork the last-mile speed bottleneck 
  Mobile + Internet convergence 
  Personalization, everywhere/always connected, mixed/multi-media 
  Social networking, social media 

  Phase 4(?) : 2010+ 
  M2M, Sensors, Ambient/context-dependent (AI-enabled) computing  
  Automation and Cyber-mechanical integration 
  Cloud computing : connectivity, computing/storage resources, ….. 
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Computing 

Control 

– Sensors/RFID 

– Smart  
     – healthcare 
     – energy grids 
     – highways 
     – buildings… 

 – Internet of Things 
 – Everything connected 

Communications 

– mobile Internet 
– everywhere/ 
   always connected 

Wireless Everywhere! 

 -- Everywhere, everything, everyone wirelessly connected 
 -- All types: high/low speed, high/lo power, planned/ad hoc 
                     PAN, LAN, MAN, WAN-sized 
                     Large/small cell-sized, General purpose/specialized 
                     Communication and non-communication uses 
 -- Lots of technologies, business models, and spectrum use models 
 -- Integrated with wired (fiber to base stations, femtocells, etc.) 
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 Implications for regulatory policy   

  Wireless is not just about wireless 
  Wired/wireless convergence: new services, new business models 
  Wired/wireless competition: complex industry dynamics 
  mCommerce, mHealth, … 
  (telecom regulation from non-telecom domains….) 

  Big issues at state-level… 
  Wireless for broadband  
  Universal service 
  Public safety 
  Municipal (or other non-traditional “operator”) network deployments 
  Zoning/access for antenna siting 
  Interconnection, special access, second-mile backhaul 

  Spectrum policy future 
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Spectrum policy and scarcity 

  Factoids: 
  Everyone wants more spectrum: CMRS, public safety, defense, non-

communication users, etc. 
•  ITU-R Report (M.2078) (2006): “CMRS needs 500MHz below 5GHz” 

  Spectrum is scarce and will remain so, but today is significantly under-
utilized (in many bands) 

  Details of wireless future highly uncertain 

  Conclusion: must share the available spectrum much more 
intensively and efficiently 
  More spectrum available for better sharing models 
  Commercialization of smart radio technologies 
  More flexibility in spectrum usage and management 
  Regulation to help markets work better. 
  (Hope: spectrum mgmt regime is *not* what determines market 

structure….) 
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Spectrum Policy Reform 

  From C&C to markets 
  Re-allocate under-utilized spectrum: auction, license reform, easements 
  Flexible licensing: use/technology choice 
  Secondary trading: licensing transfers, leasing, markets 

  But….markets need regulation 
  Change is slow, especially wrt spectrum allocation. Long lead times 
  Regulatory technical neutrality good goal, but not realizable in full 

  So, need multiple models of sharing (not all dedicated licensed!) 
  Unlicensed v. Licensed, Non-cooperative v. Cooperative sharing 
  Must preserve spectrum access options at the margin for entry 

•  Competition among networks more important than over-the-top 
•  Need unlicensed option (at margin, not the dominant mode) 
•  Spectrum hoarding a valid concern  need secondary markets! 

  Biggest hope is from smart radio technology 
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Media 
L1/2 Link 
L3 Net Switched Voice 

New Air Interface 
1way Broadcast 
MediaFLO, DVB 

Voic
e 

T
V 

Application 
IP 

LTE, WiMax, etc 
Operator’s licensed spectrum + shared spectrum (DSA, unlicensed) 

Voice     Data Video 

  Hybrid wireless networks 
  Mix of application-specific networks and generic data networks 
  Mix of exclusive, shared, unlicensed, short-term leases, secondary, ... 
  Different networks hidden from end user: single converged device 

  Continuous spectrum reallocation => smart radio tech critical 
  Among the operator’s own networks and applications 
  Among independent operators via markets, private commons, ... 
  (Business models, policy must co-evolve with technology…) 

Hybrid Wireless Broadband 
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  Current 3G service providers are already hybrid 
  Smartphones provide converged access to   (e.g.) 

    Voice-specialized network    GSM 
    Generic data network     3G HSPA 
    Unlicensed spectrum     WiFi, Bluetooth, GPS 
    Network shared among operators   MediaFLO 

  (Spectrum sharing and reallocation is embyronic) 

  Prediction: this will continue             (LTE vision notwithstanding) 

  Specialized networks are more spectrally efficient 

  Prediction: operators will not be able to acquire/afford enough 
exclusively licensed spectrum to meet demand 
  c.f. ITU-R wp8F M.2078, recent auction valuations 
  Spectrum sharing (of all types) will become critical for core services 

Why is the future of wireless broadband “hybrid”?  
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Spectrum Policy: encourage dynamic sharing 

  Yes, more dedicated flexibly licensed spectrum 
  Auctions should emphasize efficient assignment of spectrum, not 

generate general tax revenue 
  Some proceeds to create unlicensed access 

  But also…. Friendly to new sharing models  
  Spectrum database so buyers/sellers know who has what 
  Cooperative sharing encouraged/enabled 
  Commercialize new software/smart radio technologies 
  Experimentation with new business models/deployments 

•  Reduce barriers to facilities-based wireless entry 
•  Robust second-mile competition and back-haul 
•  Friendly to potential failure/mistakes  

  Real challenge is to industry working within existing policy… 
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Additional Back-up 
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Predicted spectrum needs by 2020 

2020 
Europe, Middle 
East, and Africa Americas Asia-Pacific, Iran 

Demand 
model 

Predicted 
Total 2006 Increase 2006 Increase 2006 Increase 

Low 1280 693 587 723 557 749 531 
High 1720 693 1027 723 997 749 971 

Spectrum requirements (MHz) for cellular voice and data 
Allocations must be below 5 GHz 

Source: ITU-R Working Party 8F 
Report M.2078 [IMT.ESTIMATE] 
May, 2006 

Analysis included 
• Traffic projections and requirements 
• Service and application requirements 
• Spectrum efficiency 
• Radio transmission characteristics 
• Harmonized use of spectrum 
• Technical solutions to facilitate global roaming 
• Sharing and compatibility analysis 
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Non-Cooperative Cooperative 

Permission of primary user not needed. 
No explicit coordination.  
Other signals look like noise. 

Permission of primary user needed. 
Explicit coordination. 
Other signals recognizable.  

Primary 
Sharing 

Unlicensed, e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth Secondary markets, e.g., leasing 

Bandwidth Manager (real-time) 
Closed commons 

Secondary 
Sharing 

Easements: 
  -- underlay, e.g. UWB 
  -- overlay, e.g., TV White space (LBT) 

Bilateral contracting 
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*For more info, see Chapin & Lehr (2007a), Lehr (2009) 

Spectrum must be shared much more intensively 

Business models for spectrum sharing  
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